
Letter Supporting Chun Family Home Renovation (7 Arlington Ave.,
Oak Bluffs)

Dear MVC Commissioners,

I write in support of the proposed plans for 7 Arlington Ave in the East Chop section of Oak Bluffs.  I wrote a letter in support of
the project in June, and I will try not to repeat what I already wrote.

I worked at the Commission as a graduate intern in the summer of 1992.  I have an immense amount of respect for the
institution, its mission, and the people who work there.

I attended by Zoom the meeting on 8/25 -- the public hearing of the proposed renovation of the house on 7 Arlington Ave. in
the East Chop section of Oak Bluffs.  After listening to the meeting, I feel compelled to submit another letter in support of the
Chun's project.  I heard stories from the Sands and Friedrich families, and listened to questions and comments from
Commissioners.  Below are my responses to the comments by the above mentioned parties.

Purpose of DRI Review

According the MVC website, "The MVC Act (Chapter 831 of the Acts of 1977, as amended) authorizes the Commission to review
developments that are either so large or have such significant impacts on their surroundings that they would affect more than one
town."  It is unclear why this project meets the criteria for DRI review -- it is neither "so large" nor does it have a "significant [impact]"
on its surroundings that affect more than one town.

Built Environment Policy:  How MVC Evaluates Projects under DRI

According to the MVC Website, "Based on the particular circumstances of each proposal, the Commission could deny a project that
respects some or even all of this policy...."  This statement makes the policy meaningless.  It means that any project is subject to the
whims of the Commissioners, and therefore applicants might not have an impartial hearing.

Significance of 7 Arlington House under Historic Preservation Policy

I wrote about this in my prior email.  Any historical significance of the house was lost when the original Palmer Villa was cut into 2
homes, placed on 2 separate lots, and the current Chun house was altered multiple times prior to the Chun's purchase of the home.
The Chun's have taken extraordinary steps (at great expense) to respect construction standards, climate impacts, and historic
preservation by retaining a respected historic preservation advisor, Building Conservation Associates.  The home design preserves
the existing character of the house and retains a significant portion of original materials.

Home Size and Design Concerns 

The home size is well within the community's standards.  The property is .95 of an acre, which is more than enough to accommodate
a 4,000 sq. ft. structure.  It is important to remember that some of that square footage is the basement.
The proposed home retains the character of the original structure, preserves as much of the existing house as feasible, and honors
East Chop "style" (a designation I still can't identify given the plethora of styles of homes on East Chop).
The Chuns want to spend more time on island, and therefore need an all-season home.

Sands Family View Concerns

Ms. Sands spoke of the view from her house being impeded by the project.  If she is referring to a water view (which I presume from
her comments), the water view from 11 Arlington is to the northeast toward the current Buff house and away from the current Chun
house and their proposed renovation project.  I spent many hours in the Sands house over many years, from the 70s and 80s as a
friend of one of the kids of the owner prior to the Sands' and again in the 90s and early 2000s when friends rented for many years (8
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to 10 I think).  The renters from the 90s and early 2000s already submitted a letter confirming there is no significant view from the
Sands house, and the Chun's plans will not obstruct the existing view in any way.  Currently, the Sands house has no water view from
the deck outside the kitchen, or from anywhere on the first floor of the house.  The view from first floor locations is of the fence and
trees (the fence was built by either prior owners of 11 Arlington, or by the Sands family).  There is another deck on the second floor,
and to see the water, the view is to the northeast, not where the Chun house is or will be.  Any view looking further west from the
second floor deck or bedroom is of either trees along East Chop Drive, the multi-family home on the water side of East Chop Drive,
or the Elliot house.  There is no water view when not looking to the northeast, along the Buff house property line.
As harsh as this might seem, the Sands family has no right to a view easement.  That being said, the Chun family has made a good
faith effort to respect the wishes of the Sands family and has moved their proposed development further to the west.
Finally, the Sands house is a summer weekly rental property for 12+ weeks.  They built an addition along the back of the house on
Mill Square that has no water view.  One of Ms. Sands' objections was based on a perceived negative impact to her property value if
the Chun project is approved.  This statement is misguided.  If homeowners are denied opportunities to renovate their homes (for
whatever reasons -- winterizing, bringing up to code, meeting family needs, etc.), that will do more to erode home values for
everyone.

Emily Friedrich's Statements

Ms. Friedrich sent a written statement and spoke at the meeting.  For myself, as a child of a 100+ year old family owned home on
East Chop, I appreciate the references to exploring the house with all its quirks of original construction.  These experiences have
meaning to the people who lived in the homes where many fond memories were made and friendships forged.  I totally understand
that nostalgia.  
What I didn't understand was the desire to prescribe what can be done to a house that she does not own.  Her family built their
history and legacy over many years, and part of that history was enjoyment of a "Victorian eclectic" summer cottage.  
The Chun family has lived in the house for 11 years.  They want to spend more time on the island, which means they want to invest
more in the island community.  When can the Chuns build their own history and family story?  Why should the Chun family be
restricted to create their multi-generational history within the prescription of a former owner?  
Ms. Friedrich mentioned in her letter that the house did not have rot. As I wrote in my prior letter, the house has significant rot. As
an example, every summer someone steps on the porch and punctures a hole where they stepped. Contractors have gone through
the house and pointed out rot in the joists, porch, and crawl spaces. 
The architectural design presented at the meeting respects the original structure in Victorian appearance, facade, and sight from
East Chop Drive. The Chun family has responded to neighbor concerns, and comments from individual Commissioners over multiple
meetings. Each meeting brings new “concerns” and the Chun family is constantly chasing a moving target. This seems like an unfair
process for the Chun family. 
The Chuns are active and respected members of the East Chop and greater island community.  They are members of East Chop
institutions (Tennis Club, Beach Club, East Chop Association) and serve on island cultural institutions (Martha's Vineyard Museum). 
They are sensitive to island character and the island ethos.  In fact, those are some of the reasons why they chose to settle on the
Vineyard. This renovation represents a deepening commitment to the community on the part of the Chun family and should be
supported. 

The Commission should approve the Chun's proposal without delay.

Peace,
Ken
(m) 917-838-9297

“Any time you have an opportunity to make a difference in this world and you don’t, then you are wasting your time on Earth.”   -- Roberto
Clemente
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